[Thyroid microcarcinoma: our experience].
Differentiated thyroid cancer had an excellent prognosis; the diagnosis of sub-centimetric differentiated cancer (microcarcinoma) is more and more frequently. Clinical evolution of microcarcinoma could be various: microcarcinoma can represent an autoptic finding or can evolve with locoregional lymph node involvement or metastasis. Various clinical and genetic factors have been considered to predict the aggressiveness of this neoplasm. From 2001 to 2004, 74 patients with diagnosis of thyroid microcarcinoma underwent surgical treatment. By a retrospective survey we evaluated risk factors and the choice of surgical treatment. The aggressiveness appear to be related mainly to multifocality and size. Our therapeutic strategy is to perform total thyroidectomy for benign pathologies, total thyroidectomy with lymphadenectomy in cases with preoperative diagnosis of microcarcinoma.